
Cast Bullets in the .44 Magnum Rifle
An Exercise in Frustration

 
 
Since buying a Model 29 Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum in the early 60s, I’ve always thought that a .44 Magnum lever
action rifle would be a good eastern hunting rifle and a general-purpose woods rifle with cast bullets.  It has plenty of
power for short range deer, black bear and even feral pigs, it’s easy to load, and there is ready availability of brass and
an excellent choice of both new and used bullet moulds.  These benefits coupled with an almost limitless supply of
loading data would seem to make it the ideal woods rifle for a bullet caster to own in the eastern regions.
 
For my use, the ideal weight for a cast bullet in the .44 Magnum rifle is 250 grains.  This is probably the best all
around weight for plinking and game up to deer sized.  With the proper twist you can use 275 grain bullets, 300 grain
bullets and even heavier.  While these may have their uses in boar and bear hunting at closer ranges, the trajectory
suffers drastically especially with the 300 grain bullets and above.
 
Finding the proper twist in a factory .44 Magnum rifle is the key to success with this caliber and I’ve been there and
paid my dues.  Many will argue, and this includes some pretty respectable gun writers, that the 1-38 twist Marlins with
microgroove rifling will shoot cast.  I’ve personally tried almost every bullet/powder/sizing diameter and many
different bullet alloys and heat-treating.  So far, I’ve never found a combination that met my standards in accuracy.
 
When I got to the point financially where I could dabble into this idea. I found that owning a .44 Magnum rifle and
shooting cast bullets in it was not the easy and enjoyable prospect that I imagined it would be.
 
There are many factors that enter into the equation and almost none of them are workable in factory production guns.
 
Rifling type, rate of twist and cartridge overall length all enter into the picture and tend to affect accuracy and the
“shootability” of cast bullets in a .44 Magnum rifle.
 
My Trials
 
The First Try
 
The first of my .44 Magnum rifles was a Marlin M1894.  It was a good plinking rifle but when placed on paper, it
tended to throw bullets hither and yon.  Sometimes they would enter point on and sometimes they went through
sideways.  I attribute this to a combination of the 1-38 twist and the micro groove rifling used in it.  I finally found one
load that shot really well at 50 yards.  That was Lyman’s #429215 GC bullet over a light charge of Unique.  At 50
yards, I could sit there and pump bullets through one hole all day long.  I have a target here somewhere that has four
25 yards pistol targets on it.  Ten shots per target and only one outside the X ring.  I though I had something until I
moved the target back to 100 yards and it wouldn’t keep them all on the paper.  I believe I tried every combination of
bullet and powder that was available.  Forget shooting 300 grain bullets in it.  Either plain base or GC designs almost
always hit sideways at 100 yards and some missed the 24” target backer completely.  I put it in the safe and it resided
there for a while.
 
If you persist in pursuing this form of rifling and cast bullets, I achieved the best results with a gas checked, heat-
treated bullet sized at .431”.  Then, accuracy was marginal for my use.
 
The Second Try
 
My itch for a .44 still persisted.  Finally, I dug the M1894 out of the safe and threw some “education money” at it.  I
rebarrelled with a Douglas 1-18 twist barrel.  This was definitely an improvement over the 1-38 twist micro groove.  I
reasoned that if a 200-300 grain bullet grouped in a pistol, it should also group out of a rifle.  It grouped fairly well
with 300 grain bullets but was too much of a good thing with lighter bullets.  The twist was too fast.  So, I paid for this



education and went back to the drawing board.
 
The Third Try
 
In the interim, a Marlin 336 in .44 Magnum came along and I added it to the stable.  It shot better than the Model 1894
and allowed more flexibility in overall length but still not shoot to my satisfaction.  The barrel in it was 1-38 and
microgroove as well.  Because of it’s age, the rifling was getting bad so I sat it back in the safe and went to the
drawing board or in this case, to the computer.
 
Quest for the Perfect .44 Magnum Rifle Twist
 
Over one whole winter, Felix and I hashed over by e-mail the ideal twist for bullets in the .44 Magnum rifle in the
240-320 grain range.  We were looking for a twist that would give adequate accuracy over the whole spectrum of
weights.  I wanted a twist that would shoot the 250 grain bullets accurately and also handle 300 grain bullets with
adequate accuracy for hunting if I needed the extra weight.
 
I constructed a model on an Excel spreadsheet using a modified Greenhill formula.  I measured bullet lengths of
everything I had and could borrow.  I modified the formula so that I could run it all kinds of ways.  Then, I ran my
most accurate loads through it. 
 
After much computation and discussion between us, Felix and I decided that a twist of 1-25.75” was about the
optimum for cast in the .44 Magnum for our bullet weight range.
 
The clincher was that Felix was shooting a Ruger at the time with a 1-26” twist and was getting good accuracy with it.
 
I sat on these results for several months and would go back and play with the formulas occasionally but the results
remained the same.
 
Along Comes Winchester and Success
 
About this time, Winchester hits the market with their Legacy series.  Offered in .44 Magnum with a 24” barrel, pistol
grip stock and a 1-26” twist.  I had to have one.  I took the old Marlin M1894 and the Marlin 336 on a one-way trip to
the gun shop and did some haggling and in several days I had a new M94 Legacy in .44 Magnum.  I threw a scope on
it and grabbed some loads that I used for my Super Blackhawks and headed for the range. 
 
Now, my cheapie plinking load for the Super Blackhawk is 15.0 grains of WC820, a Large Pistol primer and a 429421
Keith sized .431 and seated to the crimp groove.  This is a very pleasant shooting load in the pistols.
 
I zeroed the scope and settled down to see what was what.  The first 5 rounds on paper at 100 yards could be covered
with a half dollar.  The second 5 round group opened just a bit because of me or a flyer but was well within 2”.  I was
a happy camper.
 
A little trigger work by a friend and some of Orygun Mark’s 44-300-SWCs the next week showed me that it would
shoot a good honest 2” groups with the heavy bullets and they hit point on instead of sideways (although a little high
and left).
 
After many years of seeking, I’d finally found a lever .44 Magnum that shot well and Winchester hit the twist right on
the head with their 1-26” twist barrel.  This made Felix and I kind of proud of ourselves that we figured this out on
our own.
 
The .44 Legacy continued to wear a 2-10X Weaver scope for several years.  Cases tended to jam a bit because of the
scope mounting arrangement so I changed to a Lyman receiver sight.  This worked well for me for a couple of years
and then it got on my nerves a bit so I pulled it off.
 



A couple of weeks ago I took it to the range with factory iron sights as I’d never tried them.
 
The load was 16.0 grains of WC820 (Lot A181) under a Lyman 429421HP.  This load gave me 1337 feet per second
and 2” accuracy at 50 yards with irons. 
 
The first shots at 50 yards were pretty well on for plinking.  I had to add one notch on the elevator for 100 yards.  This
proved to be a good setting and printed about 2” high at 50 yards on paper.  A few taps soon centered the group and I
said, “Good enough”.
 
Plenty of power for my needs and sufficient accuracy without having a heavy, clumsy scope ride along.
 
Now, to the real test
 
As I stated previously, I wanted to shoot 250 grain bullets in the .44 Magnum as I think that’s about optimum.  There
may be occasions where a heavier bullet is desired and needed.  I wanted my .44 Magnum rifle to be able to rise to the
occasion if this was necessary.
 
With these thoughts in mind, I armed myself with a variety of ammunition loaded with heavier .44 bullets and headed
for the range
 

Heavy Bullet Tests in the M94 Legacy .44 Magnum
Bullet Wt Powder Wt Av Vel SD Szd Primer OAL Comments
#326 H
& G

278.5 H110 20.0 1609 14.5 .431 WLP 1.662 2”@100
2-10X Wvr

#328 H
& G

317.5 WC820 17.0 1476 13.7 .431 WLP 1.660 3”@100
2-10X Wvr

44 300
WFN
LBT

298.7 H110 19.0 1486 10.1 .430 WLP 1.605 3”@ 100
2-10X Wvr

44 300
SWC
RCBS

308.5 WC820 15.0 1208 7.4 .430 Hodg
LP

Crimp
Groove

2”@50
Open Irons

44 300
SWC
RCBS

308.5 Lil Gun 18.0 1526 19.8 .430 Hodg
LP

Crimp
Groove

2”@50
Open Irons

 
Although a lot of time was not expended on developing loads for bullets in the 300 grain range, the shooting I’ve done
(about 500 rounds) shows me that it’s capable of handling the heavies as well as the lighter 250 grain plain based
bullets that I use the most of.
 
My long, and expensive quest for a lever action .44 Magnum was over and I’m happy with the combination.
 

John Goins/aka beagle
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 


